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WHO Director General Seeking Dictatorial Powers

21 February, 2023: Tucson, Arizona -- Amendments to the World Health Organization (WHO)
International Health Regulations (IHR) giving WHO Director General nearly unlimited transnational
powers are slated for adoption by the World Health Assembly.

These highly impactful amendments were developed in secret without public knowledge or participation. If
adopted by a simple majority of the 194 WHO Member States, these changes to the IHR would allow the
Director General to impose Digital IDs, Global Health Certificates, and other unprecedented incursions on
personal and national sovereignty. These clandestine proceedings were closed to the public, and no meaningful
public comment or input was permitted.

The proposed amendments transform WHO from a consultative body to a governing authority eliminating
national sovereignty and personal autonomy, replacing them with a global / financial / production / medical /
surveillance dictatorship under the sole and unchallenged control of WHO Director General. The unelected
Director General would have the unilateral authority to define and implement intervention upon his declaration
of undefined "emergencies." Under the proposed amendments, no mechanisms exist to counter this massive
global control by WHO Director General, representing a fundamental alteration of the present WHO function
from world ‘health’ advisory body to a world ‘health’ enforcement one.

The proposed amendments would alter the fundamental nature of the WHO treaty into which Member States
have entered, voiding that treaty under the terms of the Vienna Treaty on Treaties (1969) allow signatory
nations to exit the WHO treaty agreement in conformity with Customary International Law.

WHO, one of the most corrupt organizations in the world, controlled by massive financial infusions from
depopulationists (e.g., the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, GAVI) and pharmaceutical interests, is seeking
vast sums of money to carry out this world tyranny, including, among other objectives, compelling everyone on
the planet to receive 500 novel vaccines plus all current ones and to carry out massive censorship of any
opposition to their plans. Public opposition is mounting to these globalist incursions on liberty and sovereignty.

Public opposition is mounting to these globalist incursions on liberty and sovereignty. Your outreach to your
audience is imperative to stop the total destruction of global freedom and self-determination.
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